In order to save energy and for effective management of street lights, an intelligent streetlights monitoring device has been designed. The hardware part of the device is made up of MCU, GSM module, circuit of street lights, clock circuit, light controlling circuit, current detection circuit and so on. Software includes the main program, the subprogram for reading short message, subprogram for replying SMS, etc. The software is programmed with C language, and is compiled on the Keil platform. After the success, the .hex file is generated, which will be downloaded to the MCU. Experimental verification provides realization of the message to control the lights turn on and off. Also, the real-time clock can be realized to control the lights turning on and off, according to the sunlight to control the streetlamp. When the streetlamp is damaged, it can automatically alarm.
INTRODUCTION
Streetlight is a public facility necessary for the city. The degree of modernization of the city can be displayed from the lamp controlling mode and management level. There are three kinds of traditional streetlamp controlling modes: Manual controlling mode is pre-established schedule, in which the streetlamps are operated manually by the person on duty [1] . Time controlling mode basically opens or closes lights in the prescribed time with time. If needs to adjust, it can only be done by the manual operation. The light controlling mode takes the illumination as the basis. The streetlamps are opened or closed according to the light shading to control. If there is lack of light during the day or night glare, it may lead to malfunction. These three kinds of modes have no remote data acquisition and communication function. It cannot be timely to know whether lights on / off correctly or whether the work is normal or not. Also it can't be a rapid treatment, it can cause the waste of energy and accidents, and it cannot adapt to the needs of the development of city modernization [2] . The GSM Short Message [3, 4] is used as the communication mode of the monitoring system of city streetlamp. Management system can control the streetlamp working state and fault conditions through the mobile phone or PC machine, and the switch can be arbitrarily controlling streetlamp lighting. Through a convenient and quick processing of fault recovery, it can save a lot of human and material resources and improve work efficiency.
SYSTEM PRINCIPLE
The principle diagram of GSM short message intelligent streetlamp monitoring device is shown in Fig. (1) .
The device is composed of controlling terminals of lamp detection and monitoring center. Controlling terminal of *Address correspondence to this author at the School of Physics and telecommunication Engineering, Shaanxi University of Technology, Shaanxi, 723001, P.R. China; Tel: 13098208081; E-mail: lgl20088@163.com streetlamp detection device is composed of MCU as the core, the circuit of real-time clock, light sensor controlling circuit, current detection circuit, GSM module of GTM900C, keyboard, LCD screen, and the circuit of driving streetlamp. Among them the real time clock circuit controls time on the controlling detection terminal of street light to ensure time accuracy. Light sensing circuit automatically closes streetlamp in daytime and opens streetlamp in the night according to the different strength light of the day and the night. Current detection circuit mainly detects the current of controlling streetlamp to judge the damage. LCD screen mainly displays mode parameters for time controlling, light controlling or current of lamp. Keyboard mainly completes the relevant parameter settings. The circuit of driving streetlamp opens or closes the lamp respectively under the mode of time, light or debugging. The monitoring center mainly consists of PC, GSM (Global System for mobile communication) module GTM900C, large screen projectors, printers and other equipment components responsibly for the operation of the whole system. Of which: large screen projector can dynamically display working condition and operation parameters of each streetlamp detection controlling terminal. The streetlamp controlling personnel determine one of three modes according to time, light or debugging for on / off street light in PC. The data is monitored through the GSM module GTM900C. The alarm is recorded when the measured value and calculated value are beyond the permitted range. Reset circuit of MCU is generally divided into three kinds: manual reset, automatic power on reset, manual and automatic reset. The power on reset is achieved through a capacitor and a resistor in series. When the MCU system is electric, capacitor for charging takes time, a high level should be maintained at the RST end for some period of time. MCU completed reset after the capacitor charging because of the effects of RST resistance end recovery low level. The manual reset is achieved through a button and a resistor in series. When the button is pressed, it results in high end RST. When the button is released, RST terminal becomes low, and the MCU completes reduction. System resets circuit with manual and automatic reset modes. It not only has the automatic power on reset function, but also has a small button to manually reset.
DESIGN OF THE HARDWARE
MCU clock source is provided in two ways, one is the external clock source to provide the clock for the microcontroller, another is the internal clock chip. The internal clock mode is selected in the system clock circuit. An external crystal oscillator connects the MCU XTAL1 and the XTAL2 pins. 11.0592MHz crystal is selected. The internal clock frequency is 11.0592MHz. Two 30pF ceramic capacitors are chosen in order to help the crystal oscillator, which is connected with the crystal legs in series.
Huawei GTM900C Module
Huawei GTM900C module and its peripheral circuit is shown in Fig. (2) .
The GTM900C is a dual band 900/1800MHz, highly integrated GSM/GPRS module, which is embedded with the TCP/IP protocol. Both the software and hardware are compatible with GTM900B, TC35i [6] , MC39i. The AT command set is used in GTM900-C through the UART interface and the external CPU communication, which mainly realizes the wireless transmission and reception, baseband processing, audio processing and other functions. The keyboard, LCD and other external devices are controlled through an external CPU. Circuit interface connecting MCU is realized through ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) connector. The interface reads or sends the data of the GTM900C module, which is the core of GTM900C applications. output, respectively DSR0, RING0, RxD0, TxD0, CTS0, RTS0, DTR0 and DCD0. The TC35i module data input / output interface is actually a serial asynchronous transceiver, which conforms to the ITU-T standard RS232 interface. GTM900-C uses an external SIM card. No.24 ~ 29 pins are the SIM card pins. Connection modes of SIM card and GTM900-C are: CCIO, CCRST, CCCL, CCVCC and CCGND on the SIM card are connected directly through the SIM card reader and GTM900-C. CCIN pin of the ZIF connector is used to detect whether the SIM card is inserted well. If the connection is correct, then the CCIN pin output is high, otherwise the CCIN pin output is low level. If the amplitude range of input signal is more than the input signal of GTM900-C, then the input signal is needed for level adjustment. Output signal of GTM900-C module is TTL 2.85±0.1 volt level interface, which is required to be converted when connected with the RS-232.
The Design of Light Controlling Circuit
Design of light controlling circuit is shown in Fig. (3) . Fig. (3) . Design of light controlling circuit.
Light sensing circuit is composed of photosensitive resistance RG, a triode S9013. The collector RQ of triode is connected with No.14 pins of MCU [7] . The output voltage of photosensitive total control is achieved through the MCU inputting a switching signal to control circuit of power supply, switching on and off of relay, and then the working situation of the whole circuit. Principle of work: the photosensitive resistor RG is reduced during the day because of strong light resulting in reduced voltage at both ends, so that the three tubes are at the reverse biased state output high level. The relay disconnection is controlled by MCU and the streetlamp is extinguished; the photosensitive resistor RG becomes large at night because the light is weak, so that the three tubes are at the saturated conduction state low level output. The relay opened attraction is controlled by the MCU and the streetlamp is opened.
Design of Real Time Clock Controlling Circuit
Design of real time clock controlling circuit is shown in Fig. (4) . DS1302 is applied in the real-time clock, which is a real-time clock circuit of a high performance, has low power consumption and is embedded with RAM. It can be timed to the year, month, day, week, hours, minutes, seconds, and it has a leap year compensation function. The working voltage is 2.5V-5.5V. A three wire interface is used for synchronous communication with CPU, and the burst mode is used for transmission of multiple byte clock signal or RAM data. Power off protection circuit is composed of a button cell 3V [8] . The circuit connection of DS1302: RST of DS1302 is connected with P3.6 of the MCU, which is a real-time clock reset pin ; SCLK of DS1302 is connected with the P3.5 of the MCU, which is a clock pin; I/O of DS1302 is connected with P3.7 of the MCU, which is a real-time clock data pin; V CC1 of DS1302 is connected to the 3V button battery; V CC2 of DS1302 is connected to 5V power supply; X 1 and X 2 of DS1302 are connected to 32768Hz crystal.
Design of Current Detection Circuit
Design of current detection circuit is shown in Fig. (5) .
Current detecting chip MAX471 is used, which is a production of precision integrated current sensor by an American MAXIM company. It is suitable for detection of current below 3A. The measuring precision is + 2% under high temperature conditions. MAX471 has a built-in current sensing resistor and a gain resistor. Its range is 3A, which allows multiple pieces of MAX471 to achieve a fixed amount of extended range [9] .
MAX471 has two ends, RS+ and RS-, but no power end. However, the RS+ can be replaced with the power end. SHDN is out of control terminal, and is connected with the ground in general at a high level so that the chip could enter in a power down mode. The supply current is rapidly reduced to 1.5uA. Two pairs of RS+, RS-are respectively the positive and the negative terminals of the internal sense resistor. SIGN is polarity end. When the line current flows from the RS+ to the RS-terminal, SIGN terminal output is high level. On the other hand, when the current flows from RS-to the RS+ terminal, SIGN output is low level. OUT is the output end of the current, A resistor can be used to simply realize the current / voltage conversion for the reference point, and it can work in a wide voltage. OUT is proportional to the line current, the output impedance of the segment is 3MΩ. A 2KΩ resistor is connected between the out terminal and the ground and the output voltage proportional coefficient of MAX471 is 1V/A. LM324 is used in the comparative circuit of Fig. (5) , and it includes four differential input operational amplifiers. Among them: "+" and "-" are in the two signal input terminal, "V+" and "V-" are in the positive and negative power terminal, and "Vo" is the output. In the two signal input, Viis the inverting input end, which represents the signal phase of the opamp output Vo and the input end is opposite; Vi+ is the non-inverting input end, which represents the phase signal of the opamp output Vo and the input end is the same. When the voltage Vi+ is greater than Vi-, the output is high level in the circuit, otherwise, the output is low level, as shown in Fig. (5) .
Design of the Simulation Streetlamp Circuit
Design of simulation streetlight circuit is shown in Fig. (6) . The triode may choose 9014 or 8050; 3.3kΩ resistance is selected. When the triode conducts the high level of MCU I/O port, the relay is attracted and the streetlamp is opened. On the contrary, when output from the MCU I/O port is low level, the streetlamps are extinguished. In order to eliminate the harmful effect of the sense of the relay coil EMF (electromotive force), suppression diode is reversed and connected to the relay coil, so that the electric potential is absorbed [10] .
DESIGN OF SOFTWARE
The software is composed of the main program, read Short Message subroutine, SMS reply subroutine etc.
Design of the Main Program
Design of the main program flow chart is shown in Fig.  (7) . The main program starts the GSM module of GTM900C, the serial port and GTM900C initial after a delay of 10s. Preparation procedure is invoked for receiving SMS, receiving ready to be judged. Ready well, for receiving an SMS command; Otherwise, the judgment will send prepared, ready to reply message.
Design of the Reading Short Message Subroutine
Design of the reading short message subroutine flow chart is shown in Fig. (8) . The operation procedure is executed, the content of the message is read to determine whether there is switch on/off relay instruction. A few lamps were judging the open, if the error is judged, the instruction flag is 1. First of all, the subroutine intercepts the instruction part of Short Message from the serial port sent with a statement, which was placed on the CommandBuf array [11] . Several flags (such as CommandBuf[0], CommandBuf [1] , CommandBuf [2] , CommandBuf [3] etc.) are judged. If the flag is correct, information for open and controlling objective is executed. If there are several flags, then program directly jumps to the last instruction, e.g. flag=1, which indicates that this controlling is failed. Overcurrent position is judged. If the flow is 1, the program will jump to the end, or return. The instructions are operated with signs above the bits for the judgment. The case instruction is used through the output port of the MCU.
Design of SMS Reply Subroutine
Design of the SMS reply subroutine flow chart is shown in Fig. (9) . Each SMS number is extracted from the reply message procedures, which determines the procedure flow. If there is overcurrent, simultaneously let SCM P3.6=0, send the "flow", otherwise, the instruction flag determines whether it is 0. If flag=0, it indicates that the controlling operation is successful, then the reply is "success". If flag=1, it indicates that controlling operation is failed, then the reply is "fail" [12] . The program is written using C language, and is compiled on the Keil platform [13] . When it is compiled successfully, .hex file is generated. Using STC MCU download tools, the generated .hex files are downloaded to the MCU STC89C52.
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A cell circuit is simulated on the platform of Proteus [14] . After the success of simulation, PCB board is designed and made. The microcontroller of downloaded program and other components are welded on the PCB board, before its power function was tested. The GSM module transmits data and instructions under the control of the MCU. When MCU is at TTL level, a level conversion is needed. This level is converted by MAX232. LED lamp is operated by lamp circuit through relay. The monitoring center is replaced by mobile phone [15] . The SIM card is inserted into the card slot of GSM module. The following is the procedural message sequence: Power on, observation of GSM module lights in normal, the "open1" is sent to the GSM module for mobile phone, streetlamps light after 5s, and then a reply message is sent to the mobile phone "operate successfully!" after 2s. The "shut1" is transmitted to the GSM module for a mobile phone, the streetlamp turns off after 3s, and then the reply message is sent to the mobile phone "operate successfully!" after 2s. The above indicates that the test is a success.
CONCLUSION
This paper chooses GSM Short Message as a means of communication for completing automatic switching and lamp detection function. Hence, using this device, the labor intensity of streetlamp on manual patrol is solved. Besides, the automation level of monitoring streetlamp can be greatly improved and street lighting rate is increased. It is convenient for people and will generate good social benefits. If the device uses high-grade microprocessor and embedded system, it will reduce the short message delay, and further enhance the confidentiality and security, so that there will be a better and more extensive application.
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